This booklet holds special significance. Its pages celebrate the productivity and creativity of the Oberlin College of Arts and Sciences faculty in 2020, a year that was profoundly disrupted by the COVID-19 pandemic.

Despite worldwide restrictions on travel to research sites and in-person participation in scholarly and creative conferences, Oberlin faculty nonetheless published 11 books; 196 articles and book chapters; 11 works of fiction and poetry; 7 translations; and 36 reviews; Arts and Sciences faculty mounted or screened 25 performances, exhibitions, and documentaries.

These pages confirm the unwavering commitment of our artists, humanities scholars, and social and natural scientists to liberal arts education and to the production of new knowledge and its dissemination. The impressive range and depth of the scholarship displayed here confirm Oberlin’s unshakeable commitment to engage with the world and the life of the mind even—or perhaps especially—through tumultuous times.

As you leaf through these pages, join me in celebrating the enduring accomplishments of our gifted faculty.

David G. Kamitsuka,
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences

NOTES:
Books include books, monographs, and edited volumes
Articles and Book Chapters include articles, book chapters, encyclopedia articles, publications, catalog essays, forewords, previews, errata, essays, and essays in anthologies
Multimedia include performances, documentaries, exhibitions, shows, curatorial work, film work, choreography, and directorial work
Translations includes translations of all genres from and into any language
Fiction and Poetry includes long and short form creative works
work, choreography, and directorial work
Reviews includes published appraisals of scholarly and creative work

*indicates Oberlin undergraduate student co-author
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